
Report on EUPHONY’19-Annual Finance Fest organized by FIC Aryabhatta 

 

The Finance and Investment Cell, Aryabhatta College organised its annual fest 

EUPHONY’19 on the 13th and 14th of February. The events organised by the society 

received active participation from various colleges of the Delhi University. Dr. J.K.Singh 

, Convener of Finance and Investment Cell , expressed his sincere gratitude to the 

Principal of the college, Dr. Manoj Sinha, at the commencement of the programme 

for approving the events and providing all kind of necessary support for the smooth 

conduct of the event. He also expressed his thanks to the following faculty members 

and students of our college who have associated themselves with the event: 

1) Mrs Pritika Dua – Assistant Professor, Department of Business Economics 

2) Ms. Priya Chowdhary - Assistant Professor, Department of Management 

Studies 

3) Mr. Pardeep Singh - Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce 

He also commended the organising committee of FIC Aryabhatta for tackling all the 

issues that arose while organising the fest and congratulated them for its its successful 

completion. 

With winners emerging from colleges such as Hansraj, Keshav Mahavidyalaya, Sri 

Ram College of Commerce and Jamia Millia Islamia, it is a sure-shot sign of the 

increasing clout of the Finance and Investment Cell, Aryabhatta College in the circuit.  

 

 



 

The various events organised by the society were: 

Dugout: In this event the participants had to endure three challenging rounds of 

screening, bidding and trading. Although made on similar grounds as a traditional 

mock stock, the participants had to trade not in stocks, bonds or commodities but in 

cricket players.  

The Beta Effect: The event where participants got to witness the intense pressure 

that comes with being a fund manager. The investors too had to tread carefully while 

picking up the fund as constant changes in financial environment altered the value of 

the fund. 

Cryptic Hunt: A online event wherein participants had to decipher various clues 

related to finance and solve the riddles in order to win the ultimate prize. This event 

tested the analytical and thinking skills of the students. 

F.Q: The quiz comprised 2 rounds - a preliminary elimination round to shortlist 6 best 
out of the 15+ teams that participated; and a final round to grill teams on their 
knowledge about business, finance, economics and other general questions.  
 
 

 
 
Organising Committee: 
Dhruv Rekhi (BMS)-President 
Shikhar Goel (Eco Hons)-Marketing Head 
Aneesh Pandey (BMS)-D&T Head 
Rishabh Kalra (Bcom H)-Knowledge and Research Head 
Tushar Agnihotri (BMS)-Event Coordinator 
Mudit Mahajan (BMS)- Event Coordinator 



Prajval Gupta (Bcom H)- Event Coordinator 
Nitish Gupta (BMS)- Event Coordinator 
Devansh Bharadwaj (Bcom H)- Event Coordinator 
Rishabh Ahuja (Bcom H)- Event Coordinator 
 
 
 
 


